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1835 West Central Road
Arlington Height, IL 60005
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Allegation
On June 22, 2017, the Office of the Inspector General received a reported allegation of physical abuse from
Clearbrook. It was discovered on video that XXXXX physically abused Individual XXXXX. Video
captured XXXXX grabbing, pulling and forcefully pushing XXXXX into a chair in the day training room
on June 16, 2017.
Synopsis
Video revealed on June 16, 2017, over the course of approximately six minutes XXXXX holding XXXXX’s
left arm walking him briskly forward. He stops XXXXX in front of a chair, turns him and pushes him down
into the chair. When XXXXX attempts to stand up and XXXXX pushes him back down into the chair.
When XXXXX attempts to stand up again, XXXXX grabs him by the arms and sits him back down in the
chair. XXXXX stands up again while XXXXX continues to hold both of his arms and they struggle. Later,
XXXXX is being walked quickly toward the chair by XXXXX who is holding XXXXX’s left arm. When
they reach the chair, XXXXX grabs XXXXX by both arms, turns him around, pushes him down in the chair
and stands in front of him. XXXXX has his left hand on XXXXX’s right shoulder and it appears he is
keeping XXXXX in the chair. XXXXX attempts to stand up and XXXXX pushes him back down in the
chair. When XXXXX attempts to stand up, XXXXX puts his left hand on XXXXX’s chest and pushes him
back down in the chair. XXXXX stands up again and XXXXX puts his left hand on XXXXX’s right arm,
XXXXX struggles with XXXXX and the chair is moved away. XXXXX is backed up into an individual
sitting into a chair at a table and XXXXX roughly pulls him away and continues to block XXXXX from
walking away. XXXXX uses his left hand to push XXXXX on his right shoulder toward the chair.
Findings
Based on the facts in this case the following was concluded. The allegation of physical abuse is
substantiated XXXXX.

Recommendations
The Office of The Inspector General recommends the following:
The agency should address its failure to have XXXXX examined by a medical professional upon
discovering and reviewing the video footage of the incident.

